eFORMATTER
Cloud‐Based Data Conversion Utility
Powerful, Yet Auto‐Magically Simple

eFormatter

“

We spent 15 to 20
hours every month
manually extracting
and formatting data
from 20 financial
reports so we could
import into our
budgeting software.

Sometimes it seems like technology creates as many problems as it solves.
Simple tasks that should be routine ‐ like exporting data from SAP or Oracle into
Microsoft Excel ‐ are complex, expensive, time‐consuming and error‐prone.

That’s why we created eFormatter!
eFormatter is a powerful cloud‐based service that can extract data from any
system or report and “auto‐magically” convert it into a commonly‐used format
like .CSV, .XLS, or PDF ‐ without ever touching your database or software!

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS

Now eFormatter does
the same job in just a
few minutes.

”

‐ Happy Client
Grocery Industry

As a report‐driven utility, eFormatter takes your existing report output and then
converts into any format you need.
Initial Set Up
•

You provide copies of your reports and specify the desired output.

•

We perform our magic, writing code and mapping fields.

After Set Up, Using eFormatter is Simple
1. Upload your reports or documents to our secure, cloud‐based portal.

GET A QUOTE

2. Let eFormatter extract the data and apply user‐defined formatting rules.
3. Edit the data online in an Excel‐like spreadsheet.
4. Download your new file format/output!

Simply login, upload your files, press a few buttons, and you’re done!
Benefits and Pricing >>>
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THE BENEFITS
Some of the most important benefits of eFormatter include:

Fixed Asset Consulting, LLC
As one of the nation’s premier
fixed asset consulting firms,
eFormatter was created to
assist our staff with various
client projects ‐ and now this
same powerful tool is
available to you and your
business.
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Saves Time & Money
Manual data conversion that takes days or weeks is reduced to just minutes.
Improves Speed & Accuracy
eFormatter eliminates manual data manipulation and transcription errors.
No IT Support Required
Not only is eFormatter really simple to use, it runs in the cloud so there is no
software or server to install, configure, and support.
It Never Breaks
Unlike installed software or a custom database connection utility, eFormatter
isn’t affected by software upgrades ‐ so version updates won’t break it.

COMMON EFORMATTER TASKS
eFormatter was born out of necessity. For years, we’ve used this same tool to
help hundreds of clients solve common challenges like:
•
•
•

Move disparate data from a fixed asset system to budgeting software
Seamlessly transfer HR data to a payroll system or service (like ADP)
Effortlessly pass fixed asset updates to an ERP system (and vise versa)

It’s highly flexible and totally customizable ‐ if you can think it, we can build it
using eFormatter.

PRICING
eFormatter is available as an affordable monthly service (plus a one‐time set up
fee because each formatting process is custom‐built). Once you start using it,
you’ll find that eFormatter quickly pays for itself.

GET INFO OR REQUEST A QUOTE!
Call (855) 784‐1112 or email info@fixedassetconsulting.com to
get a quote or request our information packet.
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